PROGRAMMA CONSUNTIVO DI LINGUA INGLESE E COMPITI ESTIVI
A.S. 2018-19
CLASSE 2L
PROF. ISABELLA FAZIO DI NASARI

GRAMMAR
Text: “New English Files”, Oxford University Press
1- PRESENT PERFECT
2- PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS
3- PAST PERFECT
4- PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS
5- 2ND CONDITIONAL
6- 3RD CONDITIONAL
7- WHISH AND IF ONLY
8- MODALS: SHOULD, OUGHT TO, HAVE TO, MUST, CAN, COULD, TO BE ABLE, TO BE ALLOWED, TO BE PERMITTED ETC..
- SHALL I..?, WILL YOU..?, WOULD YOU…? COULD YOU?…
9. REPORTED SPEECH

LINGUA
TEXT BOOK “ Focus Ahead intermediate”, Pearson, Longman
Unit 1,2,3,4,5,6 – pg 14 to 102

PROJECT: FROM THE GRAN TOUR TO THE INTERRAIL:
REAL TASK Group work
Period: from January to May
once a week
Expected outcome: a project of a group one-month journey by train in Europe
the project is eventually reported to the whole class.

Compiti per l'estate: lettura del testo integrale in lingua inglese Lord of the Flies, W. Golding qualsiasi edizione.